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Bath Fan Operations 
New and remodeled homes always incorporate energy efficiency. One method is to physically reduce infiltration 
losses (air movement through cracks, openings) using various types of foams, caulk, and blown insulation. More 
efficient heating equipment has also decreased interior to exterior air exchanges. With lower air exchanges (in other 
words, “less leaky” homes), controlling indoor humidity levels is becoming more and more important. Excessive 
humidity can decrease overall indoor air quality and have negative effects on building materials. Bathroom fans are 
an ideal way to maintain lower humidity levels. 

Fan Details 
 

• The noise level of a bathroom fan is measured in “sones”. A sone is a unit of measurement analyzing 
loudness at a certain distance from the sound source. A sone rating of 1.5 is considered quiet. A lower 
sone rating is even better. This is important because a louder (and more annoying) fan is often run less, 
leading to potential humidity problems. 

• There are three types of fan setups:  
o room-mounted fan (ceiling or wall), these are the most common  
o inline fan (either attic or basement/crawlspace) 
o exterior mounted fan (these are very rare in colder climates) 

• Some fans incorporate a humidistat which automatically activates when sensing an interior rise in humidity.  

• A properly sized fan is determined both by the air changes per hour (ACH), which is unique to every 
bathroom, and the cubic feet per minute (CFM) of air the fan is physically able to move.  

• Squirrel caged type fans (similar to a furnace blower), when compared to a propeller type fan, can typically 
move more air more quietly. However, this is dependent on the ductwork configurations.  

Ductwork Details 
 

• All bathroom ductwork should terminate outside the structure, exiting through a soffit, a wall, or the roof. 

• Ductwork used in full or 3/4 bathrooms will move a lot of moisture vapor. To ensure moisture vapor does not 
condensate in a colder attic or crawlspace, ducting needs to be covered or wrapped securely in insulation.  

• Ductwork should be routed horizontally or with an upward slope when exiting a wall gable end or out the 
roof. Ductwork routed downward from ceiling or wall fans is typically less successful, however, inline fans 
can typically accommodate some downward slope with increased ductwork size and minimal turns. 

• Always use the same or larger duct size compared to the fan outlet. Rigid ductwork reduces internal wall 
friction, thus improving fan efficiency. Larger diameter flex ducting improves volume, which also improves 
efficiency. Using both oversized and solid ductwork improves efficiency and typically makes a fan quieter. 

• When installing or modifying ductwork the routing should be as short as possible, with a minimal number of 
turns/elbows. It should also remain insulated. 

Considerations & Recommendations 
 

• Install a timer. To effectively remove daily high bathroom humidity fans should run a minimum of 10-20 
minutes after bathing. Setting a timer to cover the typical shower/bath time plus 10-20 minutes lowers 
excessive humidity on the structure as a whole and wear-tear on closer proximity finished wall materials. 

• A bathroom door should be undercut at least one inch to ensure air enters the room during fan operations.  

• Leave the door open after bathing. This improves the fan’s overall ACH objectives in addition to helping 
disperse humid air.  

• Putting the fan itself or the exit port (with inline fan setups) as close as possible to the source of moisture is 
preferred. (The exit port for an inline fan can be located directly over the shower/tub—unlike other fan 
types—because the mechanical components are located in the attic, basement, or crawlspace, separate 
from the bathroom itself, removing the safety issue of possible water exposure.)  

 
 
 
 
Need More Information?   
Please visit www.phiinspect.com click our “Post Inspection Support” page and request additional documents. 
 
 

Before performing any work recommend consult with a licensed and trained heating and air conditioning 
specialist and/or indoor air quality specialist for more insight into the specifics needing to be addressed. 
This is a general overview. There are typically other variables and options not covered in this newsletter. 
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 GOOD: Inline fan, 6” insulated duct, venting efficiently     BAD: Smaller duct, not insulated, not efficiently venting  
 out roof 
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  BAD: Duct not insulated, moisture condensation possible           BAD: Ductwork venting downward, less effective  
 

   
          GOOD: Bathroom door undercut at least 1 inch                    GOOD: Venting exit point as close to source as  
                                                                                                               safely possible 
 

   
        GOOD: Timers on fans improve fan run time             GOOD: Exhaust port for 6” inline fan, a close and efficient   
                                                                                                 means of exit 


